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The S-Class is the flagship of the Mercedes-Benz lineup for a reason. Actually, as the model
demonstrates , with its plethora of luxury and safety features , several reasons. Although some
cars, like the Citroen DS , matched the Mercedes S-Class in innovation, fewer matched its
reputation for quality. The S-Class, aka the W, is actually the 7 th -gen model. And the W
Mercedes S-Class is the 3 rd -gen version. Although the previous-gen W model is still highly
regarded, Hagerty reports, both Autotrader and Autocar rank the W S-Class higher. Its
successor, the W, was more technologically-advanced, Car and Driver reports, but had cheaper
interior materials and shoddier paint and rust-proofing quality. Not to mention, all those fancy
electronics broke fairly often. Also, consider this. It was the first Mercedes model that offered a
V12, Car and Driver reports. Specifically, a 6. The Ferrari F40 supercar made just 50 more hp.
Plus, that V12, bored out to 7. This star doesn't need a bright spotlight. Its inner values make it a
real Mercedes-Benz, and its fans know that. The W offers stability control, traction control,
navigation, voice controls, double-glazed windows, and soft-close doors. The trunk is
soft-close, too. It also has HID headlights, side-curtain airbags, and rain-sensing wipers. This
Mercedes S-Class was also the first car to have 4-zone automatic climate control. And one of
those settings is the seat bottom position, which can move independently. Instead, 2 chrome
antennas pop out in the back to serve as markers when you reverse. Yet for all its length and
massâ€”the SSEL weighs over 2. The standard adjustable air suspension makes for a
comfortable ride and good handling, Automobile reports. At least, not in factory trim. And you
can often find one on Bring a Trailer for less than half of that. As such, repairs and parts can be
pricey, especially for the V12 and V8 models, BenzWorld and PistonHeads forum users report.
That being said, a well-maintained and regularly-driven W makes for an excellent luxury car.
Follow more updates from MotorBiscuit on our Facebook page. View this post on Instagram.
Since debuting in September of , the W generation of the Mercedes-Benz S-Class was the
premier and quintessential full-size luxury sedan of the s. Not only was it a top choice among
oligarchs, world leaders, and celebrities alike, the W was the ultimate summation of
Mercedes-Benz quest to make the best car in the world through innovation, technology, safety,
and mechanical excellence, setting the yardstick for every other car manufacturer to follow. The
previous-generation S-Class, the W , laid the groundwork for this recipe, but the W perfected it.
Even after its production series ended in , the W remained beloved among enthusiasts for its
timeless design, cost-no-object build quality, and relative simplicity. The Wgen S-Class that
followed was comparatively complex and electronics-laden. This commonality makes them
drivable everyday classics with the same long-lasting and impeccable and durable fit and finish,
relative ease of serviceability, and polished driving dynamics. The equipment and powertrains
of the coupes are identical with the sedans but with a shorter wheelbase than the sedan and two
bucket rear seats versus a three-seat bench. The refresh introduced a variety of cosmetic,
equipment,and powertrain upgrades across the model range including a four-speed automatic
transmission that catapulted the series into the contemporary era. Pre-facelift cars, from
through , are distinguished by their recessed headlight assemblies, ribbed plastic underbody
cladding, and standard use of Bundt-style inch Fuchs alloy wheels. Post-facelift cars are the
most desirable of the breed, from through , and featured newer-style headlights with lenses
sitting flush with their plastic surrounds. A driver-side steering wheel-mounted SRS airbag
became standard after for all cars, and standard for both driver and passenger beginning in ,
replacing the dashboard glove compartment. All cars and up also received an updated gauge
cluster, a more reliable automatic HVAC and cruise control system, improved switchgear,
retuned suspension and steering, and ABS as standard. They were still better than almost
anything from America. They were pretty sluggish, detuned for early emissions and meeting
CAFE regulations. For its introductory run in the U. Powered by the same M 3. For example, the
transmission control pressure cables would often stretch terribly, resulting in a lot of pedal
travel before it would kick down. Buyers will need to be wary of early models up through ,
thoughâ€”these cars had weak single-rail timing chain designs. All SELs also came with a
power reclining rear bench, like the flagship model, with an option for heated seats. In August of
, power increased to hp and lb-ft, despite new exhaust-gas-recirculation emissions gear. But, in
exchange for the sluggishness the SD returns average of around 23 mpg and up to 25 on the
highway. Like the previous W SD, the W SD maintains a reputation for being as stone-cold
bulletproof if cared for; high-mileage examples make up most of the W SDs on the used market
today. Replacing the old cast-iron 4. Euro cars did it in a much quicker 7. Fuel economy comes
in at a combined average of 15 mpg. These earlier models are often hard to come by, because
many of them met their demise from neglect or rust. Later, more updated examples of these
coupes with the newer engines and equipment remain the choice models. The U. The SELs are
also very much worth keeping. The result was a time similar to the SEL of around 9. The result,
like previous diesel S-Classes was a very leisurely sprint to 60 in 13 seconds. But the upside

was a combined fuel economy rating of around 22 mpg. All W diesels through the mid-cycle
update were long-wheelbase. Displacement increased to 3. If you do consider a SD or SDL,
Klink suggests doing extra research to make sure the rods and head gasket were replaced by
the newer versions. If they misfire under a cold start accompanied by a louder-than-usual
clattering sound and blue and white smoke, the rods are bent. After the mid-cycle update, the
SEL replaced the , arriving stateside exclusively in long-wheelbase form. The V-8 benefited from
a displacement bump to 4. Plus a very important duplex timing chain upgrade. The result was a
similar sprint as the older SEL of around 9. The M V-8 engine increased to 5. Being the most
powerful W, fuel economy is clearly not a priority given its combined rating of 15 mpg. Such
extras included a standard power-adjustable reclining rear bench seat, heated seats all around,
a self-leveling rear-suspension, and a limited-slip differential. It is the most desired model of the
entire W series, featuring all of the same kit as the sedan, without two doors and the
power-reclining and heated rear bench. They were a paragon of high-speed stability, but the
removal of that clever geometry turned them into this marshmallowy thing that defied your
every effort to drive the car smoothly. It did make them ride nicer. But and model-year cars are
just much better to drive. Values for all models hit their rock bottom around and remained
unchanged through , which is when the uptick began. The updated cars from model-year
through are more desirable owing to more creature comforts and significantly improved
powertrains, and as such hold slightly higher values. Anything cheaper are flat-out beaters. The
two-door models higher values overall. Like the previous W generation, U. Euro-spec cars
feature much better headlights with a singular glass-pane lens and deeper orange-colored
amber turning signals. The other differences come down to equipment, options, and wheel
choices. The W cars share similar maintenance and trouble spots as the prior W, and Ws are
often found in a better state. Still, with the newest W nearing 30 years old and the oldest cars
being now 40 years old, many rubber suspension and body parts are past their expiration dates.
Rust is also a point for concern, mainly at the rocker panels and at the wheel wells. Avoid the
cars with the chrome wheel-well covers, as that was not a factory option. Newer tire technology
and wheel balancing helps minimize the issue. Sagging seats, headliners, cracked or broken
wood trim and dashboards, and worn leather seats also serve as common wear spots for the
interior, and the older Becker radio head units before often get finicky from weak soldering
points. Fuel distributors and pumps can see aged seals, which could lead to fuel leaks under
the hood and underneath the tank. The diesels have similar maintenance spots as the W,
including leaky vacuum lines, worn diesel injection pumps, and malfunctioning glow plugs. And
never let water-contaminated fuel sit in the system. Some even go as far as deleting the system
altogether for a spring and shock arrangement, but many contend that modification ruins part of
the charm of the cars equipped with the system. When sorted, it will last another , miles with
properly timed hydraulic fluid changes. The M V-8 engines in the and the have suggested timing
chain service intervals at 50, to 70, miles, while the M V-8s in the and models are suggested at ,
miles. The chains are known to stretch while tensioners and upper plastic guides wear out,
necessitating their overhaul in a timely fashion to avoid a catastrophic engine failure. Early cars
are more prone to timing chain failures, as they featured single-rail chains as opposed to duplex
chains on the later and engines and the larger M and motors. They often leak at the back of the
block on the passenger side of the car and can eventually lead to seeping oil into the coolant,
resulting a frothy mixture in the expansion tank and poor running if ignored. But once replaced,
the issue is entirely remediated with revised gasket designs. An ASR-equipped car comes with
a yellow indicator lamp in the center of the speedometer with an exclamation symbol
surrounded by an arrowed circular line. A system fault is indicated by an illumination of ASR
light at the bottom of the cluster and that center indicator. The cause of fault is often a worn
wheel-speed sensor and at worst, a faulty throttle position sensor or brake sensor tied into the
ABS system. This is for the serious engineer, mechanic, and troubleshooter. Your local
Mercedes-Benz dealer â€” Many parts are still new and available. Car Profiles. A Story About.
Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for
signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Valuation King of the bulls, the Miura is the most
collectible Lamborghini for good reason Andrew Newton. Share Leave comment. It remained
with the original owner, a golf course designer in Nebraska, until Acquired by the selling dealer
one year ago, the car now has 80k miles and is powered by a 5. This W is now offered in Laguna
Niguel, California with service records dating back to , an original bill of sale, a signed
watercolor print, a clean AutoCheck report, and a clean Nebraska title. Each Grand Edition S
came finished in Obsidian Black with matching bumpers and lower cladding. Factory equipment
includes a power sunroof and a headlight washing system. The attached AutoCheck report is
free of accidents or other damage. A self-leveling rear suspension system is equipped, and new
accumulators were installed seven months ago followed by a fluid flush. Inside, Parchment

Nappa leather covers heated seats featuring power adjustment with memory. Dark maple trim
accents the dash, console, door, and steering wheel. Additional amenities include automatic
climate control, cruise control, and door and trunk closing assistance. Videos here , here and
here show the door closing assistance in action, and another video shows automatic retraction
of the trunk handle. The passenger mirror motor was replaced seven months ago. The digital
odometer shows 80, miles, about of which have been added by the selling dealer. A factory
cassette player is retained along with a trunk-mounted CD changer. Grand Edition floor mats
are included, though the seller notes that the driver-side rear mat is missing. The 5. It produced
horsepower and lb-ft of torque when new, which is sent to the rear wheels by a five-speed
automatic transmission. Service in the last year included replacing the engine and transmission
mounts, flushing the radiator, flushing the brake fluid, and installing new brake pads. Included
in the sale is a signed and numbered watercolor print, as well as other documents that came
with a new Grand Edition. A walk around video can be seen below, with additional videos
showing walk-around footage here and here. Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates
could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been
reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦ Bid Successful Congratulations! You're the high
bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids
there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the
service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing
pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the
service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For
more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to
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discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a bid? If
so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment
There was an error posting your comment. October 9, at AM PT. Few brands embody luxury like
Mercedes Benz, and its many models live up to its premier reputation with their impressive
features and excellent performance. However, as your German luxury vehicle gains mileage,
some of its parts may wear out and make driving dangerous or uncomfortable. Replace the
worn or faulty Mercedes Benz parts at the first opportunity to keep your luxury vehicle in top
shape. We make shopping for Mercedes Benz parts online effortless. You will find only the
finest aftermarket Mercedes parts on our website. We carry a wide selection of direct
replacements and performance parts designed for every Mercedes model, from the S-class
sedan to the GLS sports utility vehicle. Direct replacements may not come from the automaker,
but they work the same as Mercedes OEM parts. Based on OE designs and produced by the
same manufacturing processes, they guarantee fit and boast the same quality as factory-issue
parts. When it comes to replacing old or broken stock parts, aftermarket products can save you
money without sacrificing reliability. They also give you more options to choose from. While
Mercedes Benz models boast plenty of power and perform perfectly on the road, they can still
be upgraded. Bring out the best in your vehicle with performance parts. We have Mercedes
Benz performance parts for various systems like the brakes, engine, exhaust, and suspension.
Here at CarParts. Our aftermarket parts provide reliable service at an affordable cost. Whatever
the case, our customer service team is always ready to lend you a helping hand. Get your
Mercedes Benz back on the road in just a few days. All our products are on hand and ready to
ship the moment you place your order. And with our warehouses in strategic locations across
the US, we can ship out your orders quickly so that they arrive at your doorstep in no time. Start
shopping at CarParts. You can quickly find the compatible parts for your car this way. Shop
now to find the best deals on aftermarket Mercedes Benz parts! We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part.
Mercedes Benz Alternator. Mercedes Benz Axle Assembly. Mercedes Benz Blower Motor.
Mercedes Benz Brake Booster. Mercedes Benz Brake Caliper. Mercedes Benz Brake Disc.
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Benz Grille Trim. Mercedes Benz Headlight. Mercedes Benz Helper Spring. Mercedes Benz
Lowering Kit. Mercedes Benz Muffler. Mercedes Benz Power Steering Pump. Mercedes Benz
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Metris Parts. Mercedes Benz R Parts. Mercedes Benz Se Parts. Mercedes Benz Sprinter Parts.
Mercedes Benz Customer Reviews. Aug 10, I was told I will receive my part week but it took
almost two weeks. Alex Bandoh. Purchased on Jul 20, Jun 10, Priced Right, Shipped right away,
couldn't be any better!! Purchased on Dec 29, Mercedes Benz Guides. Shop Aftermarket
Mercedes Benz Parts. Why Shop from CarParts. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
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